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BC Hydro officials
expressed concerns
about fracking,
information request
reveals

The Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives obtained documents
discussing the threat of hydraulic
fracturing.A B.C. researcher says BC
Hydro has been privately concerned
for years about the risk of dam
collapse due to fracking and is simply
relying on a private understanding
with the oil and gas industry that it
not occur near its dams.Through a
freedom of information request, Ben
Parfitt with the Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives obtained
documents in which he says BC
Hydro expressed concerns that
fracking near major dams could cause
stronger shaking than they were
designed to withstand.Speaking with
On the Island’s Khalil Akhtar, Parfitt
says that documents go back to 2009
and claimed BC Hydro has no interest
in seeing fracking near its dams.
“Since 2009, Hydro has been
talking behind the scenes with the
oil and gas commission to express
its concerns and say hey, we don’t
want this to be happening,” he said.
Parfitt says BC Hydro was able to
come to a “gentlemen’s agreement”
with the commission that there will be
no fracking within five kilometers of its
existing Peace River dams and future
Site C dam.”It’s an understanding,
it’s not a regulation. I think that’s a
big problem.”Parfitt says he would

prefer if this discussion was open
to public scrutiny and oversight.”It’s
quite clear that the government is
in a conflicted position here. On the
one hand, it is promoting a $9 billion
dam on the Peace River. On the other
hand, it is promoting LNG,” he said.”I
think that creates a certain tension
within the provincial government
and that explains why this thing
has not been more public.” In a
statement, BC Hydro deputy CEO
Chris O’Riley says the discussions
with the oil and gas industry were
only “precautionary in nature.””Our
dams are built to withstand much
larger ground motions associated
with higher magnitude events that
are much longer in duration than
fracking.”O’Riley points out the
B.C. Oil and Gas Commission
has put in place restrictions on
fracking within five kilometres of
BC Hydro’s dams.”Our highest
responsibility is public safety.”

Fort McMurray
wildfire blamed
for lowest level
of domestic crude
arriving at Canadian
refineries since 1973

Refineries in Alberta and Ontario
report biggest declines, while national
crude imports grow 13%.Canadian
refineries received less domestic
crude in May than any month in
the previous 43 years, according to
Statistics Canada, which attributes the
dramatic drop to the Fort McMurray
wildfire.Refinery receipts of domestic
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crude fell to a mere 3.2 million cubic
metres in May, the lowest monthly
level since April 1973.That’s down
31.8 per cent from May 2015.The
two provinces with the most refining
activity reported the largest declines
in receipts of domestic crude, with
Alberta refineries down 40.7 per cent
and Ontario refineries down 36.9 per
cent. At the same time, monthly crude
oil imports increased 13 per cent,
year over year, to 3.4 million cubic
metres.”Imports accounted for 51.1
per cent of total crude oil received
at refineries in Canada in May,
compared with an average of 32.6 per
cent over the previous 12 months,”
Statistics Canada said in a release.

Link between
Canadian dollar and
oil prices coming
undone

The tight relationship between the
Canadian dollar and the price of oil
that has held for the last 10 or 15
years is starting to unravel, an expert
argues.“Our energy sector has been,
and still is, one of our more important
natural resources exports,” Bipan
Rai, executive director of foreign
exchange at CIBC Capital Markets,
said. “As a result, our currency trades
according to how well that export
is doing.”Oil and the dollar starting
rising and falling together in about
2003 or 2004, when the price of oil
rose and demand increased from
strong economies in China and the
United States. “What we saw then
was that the Canadian dollar got
much stronger,” Rai explained. “If

you recall, in the mid-to-late-90s,
the Canadian dollar was trading very
weak, but that all changed as soon
as oil prices began to reach $100 a
barrel.”“There was more of a demand
for it, and certainly we did see a
demand for production from the oil
sands sector.” It’s been struggling for
some time, but the Canadian dollar
is now stronger than it has been in
months. And as Shallima Maharaj
reports, both businesses and
snowbirds are counting every penny.
Now that oil prices seem to have
stabilized at a lower level, other factors
compete with oil to nudge the value of
the dollar up or down. The main one,
Rai says, is Canadian bonds, which
look attractive to foreign investors
in a context of global economic
instability.“That makes sense, given
that Canada is still a triple-A-rated
credit, in a shrinking pool of tripleA-rated credits. We have a stable
monetary policy regime, we have
a stable government, and a history
of credibility.”Foreign investment
in real estate in Toronto and
Vancouver is also going to influence
the dollar, as will the performance
of the U.S. economy, he says.
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